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Vice President, Dave Irwin 
Although Dave’s first loyalty has always been to “ The 
Other Club”, over the years he has made great 
contributions to Mendip cave literature in general. He 
is currently working on the new Swildon’s book and 
his historical caving archive is massive. In recognition 

of this, Dave was elected a Vice President last year. 
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This Issue’s Cover Picture 
Jo Wisely in Wookey Hole.                                Photo, Gavin Newman. 
 
Above, Hywel Murrell, Secretary, 1934-1940, (left) with Herbert Balch, the first  
Wessex President and Ruth Murrell.  

Cover sponsored by 2 retiring geriatrics.  
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The Early Years 
 
Volume 1 of the Wessex Cave Club Records state that the Club came into existence as a result of 
a foundation meeting held on 29/9/1934 at Ashley House, Croscombe attended by 5 men. These 
were C W  (“Digger”) Harris, J W Duck, H Murrell, N Clark and K Griffin. (ref. Circular no 14 N.S.) 
The only caving organisations at the time were scientific bodies such as U B S S and M N R C and 
it was felt that a new club was needed for sporting cavers, who were ineligible for such learned 
bodies. Interestingly, the B E C was formed a year later by cavers refused entry into the Wessex! 
 
This meeting of 5 was followed by another larger one at Digger’s house, Monterye Lodge, Wells 
that was attended by 29 members. The rules were passed and a committee elected. Circular No.1 
recorded that the Chairman was Arthur Prior, the Secretary Hywel Murrell and the Treasurer was 
Wyndham Harris. 
The curator of Wells Museum, Herbert Balch agreed to be President. The first publicised events 
were a dig at Hywel’s Hole at Lamb Bottom and a trip down Reads Cavern. 
 
The Wessex grew quickly and a headquarters was acquired at the Hillgrange, near the Castle of 
Comfort. It remained in use until early in the war. Club members. such as Graham Balcombe  used 
it as a base while diving in Wookey in 1935. An advert went out with Circular No 11 (December 
27th 1935) asking members to support the publication of “The Log of the Wookey Hole Expedition” 
  
You can help the Club today by supporting the new History of Swildons Hole.  Ed. 
 

                   
 
 
 
 
 
The Club was on a high when war broke out. The regular monthly newsletters are full of lists of 
trips and digs. A climbing section had been formed. Membership totalled 189 in April 1938, 
including 21 in the affiliated school clubs at Sidcot and Wells Cathedral Schools. In 1939 many 
more joined but numbers began to drop as call-up came. 
 
Those members who stayed at home were determined to keep the Wessex in being and remained 
as active as possible. At the 1939 A G M, held at the Crown and Dove, Bridewell, Bristol Frank 
Frost was elected Chairman. Frank, like a lot of strong minded people, was a rather controversial 
figure but there is no doubt that it is largely through him that the Club came out of the war as strong 
as it did.  
 
Circular No. 53, June 1940, which reported the discovery of G B and discoveries in Eastwater by 
Paddock, Low and the Dolphin was the last of the series. A committee report for 1940 was also 
published. Then the record is blank until June 1946 when Circular 1 (New Series) appeared. 
 

Left,  Balcombe on the rear seat of his tandem, at the Hillgrange in the  late 1930’s. 

Right,  A J S (“Mac”)  McMillan on Idwal Slabs. Mac was Chairman from 1948 to 1950. 
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The 1950’s, by Donald Thomson. 
 
I suppose the 1950’s started, for my peer group, in about 1947. A geography lesson was based on 
the locality and looking east from Weston-super-Mare we noticed ‘caves’ in Burrington. Whence we 
set out, duly equipped with candles (which Mr Balch asserted were the only dependable 
illuminant), and lengths of rope. This went well, and we were tempted to try a trip to Swildon’s, 
where we came across members of a caving club called the Wessex, who strongly advised us to 
join their group, rather than continue with our dubious and (they said) dangerous exploratory 
attempts.  

The Wessex had been founded in 1934, and was kept alive 
by Frank Frost, Left,  who maintained contacts, albeit in a 
state of suspended animation, during the war. Now, young, fit, 
worldly and independently minded people and their often 
ferret-shaped wives were attracted to the caving scene. They 
were much more mature than our group, and knew all about 
useful things like engineering and the innovative use of ex-
military materials, including explosives, and as a result many 
new ideas about cave exploration appeared. Much of the gear 
was stamped ‘US’ which we took to mean ‘United States’. It 
has been suggested since it actually meant ‘unserviceable’. 
 
Through the 1950’s the advent of technology influenced 
exploration. Probably the determination of the cavers had not 
increased, but the comforts definitely had. Luke Devenish had 
met Casteret and seen electron ladders used in France, so he 
started to make his own; he popularised the C-link and this 
combination did a lot to lighten the weight and bulk of tackle. 

Before this the maximum load for one bicycle had been a 40 foot ladder and a luggage rack of 
caving clothes. This was the era before wet suits and we used goon suits. These were nominally 
dry rubberized survival suits and there were two types. The most readily available was the neck 
entry variety, dry until snagged or sweated into, but attempts to keep sump water out by wearing a 
towel round the neck had limitations. The umbilical entry suits were preferred by the hard men, but 
the sense of strangulation from the neck entry seal was unpleasant. The neoprene suit did not 
come into general use until the next decade. 
 

         Willie Stanton                                       Luke Devenish and Colin Vowles 
 
Better technology, more cavers and easier transport were associated with, and no doubt the 
cause of, a rapid succession of discoveries all over the country, and Mendip, especially in 
Swildon’s , starting with the Black Hole Series, discovered, explored, and surveyed by Luke 
Devenish, Howard Kenney, Willie Stanton and Colin Vowles. This was done with carbide lighting 
and without wet suits. St Paul’s was pioneered by a group who crashed their way through Balch’s 
forbidden Grotto but were stopped by what is now the Blasted Boss. This obstacle was a memory 
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to Luke’s expertise, as a fine group of straw stalactites immediately on the other side were 
undamaged. The unblemished stal floor was as the White Way in Barnes’ Loop must have been. 
The extension of Swildon’s continued with the opening of the Mud Sump, Double Trouble and 
Birthday Squeeze and the completion of the round trip to Swildon’s II, and then the route through 
Blue Pencil and the remainder of the streamway through Shatter Passage. At the same time 
Eastwater was being forced from the end of Harris’ Passage. Starting from this tight and unstable 
region the Ifold Series led to a complex series of new and difficult cave. 
 
The Cave Diving Group explored beyond the second sump in Stoke Lane. This cave was always 
treated with respect. Upstream of the village was a rat-infested paper store responsible for two 
cases of Weil’s disease, but it was also considered a fine system and one of which the ultimate 
destination was known. The CDG was also active in other caves besides Swildon’s. Wookey was 
possible with more advanced equipment, and smaller resurgences at Saye’s Hole at Cheddar at 
Rickford rising were investigated. Brown’s Hole was excavated rather than opened, and in 1952 
Cuckoo Cleave was dug, and in Bristol Pen Park Hole was rediscovered. It was well surveyed, the 
opportunity being there because the Council feared losing a housing estate into the chamber. 
 
The 1950-60 was an exciting decade in Mendip, and also in the wider context of other areas and 
in overseas caving. Caving became easier to arrange in France. Ireland was almost unexplored, 
and at home there were the big finds in Peak Cavern and even in smaller caves such as Afton 
Rift. 
The Mendip Rescue Organization was reorganized in 1951. It had been functioning before the war 
but it was thought likely that there would be an increase in the caving activity on Mendip and that 
there would quite probably be more incidents. Much of the early post war planning was the work of 
Frank Frost and of Trat and Bertie Crooke. Luke took charge of the rescue store, at one time kept 
in his garage at Priddy under the totem of a hippopotamus skull. The store (though not the skull) 
moved down to Washingpool later. 
 
It was a good time to start caving. 
 

“A Blast from the Past” by Donald Thomson. 
(In which a whole new meaning is revealed in the expression.) 

 
Luke Devenish was a very charismatic character, and many stories are told about him, but there is 
one which I like best. 
 
People have told me it is apocryphal, but I knew Luke for many years and  I  feel it has more than a 
ring of truth about it. Luke had an inventive mind and a love of gadgets, and he was also a cave 
photographer. Lighting in those mid-century days was by use of magnesium, often by burning 
ribbon, but alternatively by lighting a mixture of potassium chlorate and powdered magnesium. This 
was usually with the aid of blue touch paper, but this was hydroscopic and frequently afunctional 
and Luke was determined to find a better way. 
 
He reasoned that one could put the pile of flashpowder on a tin lid, at the centre of which was 
mounted a small light bulb, the top sawn off to expose the filament to the open air, and the 
terminals of which were connected to a battery. By connecting one to the other one would be able 
to fire the powder, while the initiating heat source was protected from any extraneous moisture. 
Flashpowder came in two types; type I was rather slow to burn but produced smoke which settled 
faster than type II which burned much faster and more reliably and was often referred to as 
flashless smokepowder. Luke, I think, preferred type II.  
 
Picture, if you would, the scene. Colin Vowles was at the top of the second vertical in Eastwater, 
lifelining Howard Kenney half way up on the wood and rope ladder, which looks better than the 
metal ladders we use now. Howard had extinguished his carbide lamp, because these make wavy 
lines on photographic negatives, and he had a small electric bulb screwed into a holder on his 
helmet, for use in emergencies, of which more later. Luke masterminded events from the bottom of 
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the pitch. The walls of this part of Eastwater are of very dark limestone. Luke had allowed for this, 
and had poured out a generous pile of flashpowder, the whole tin in fact. 
Having ascertained that everyone was at their posts Luke opened the shutter, stood back and 
pressed the button. 
 
The effect was as dramatic as it was devastating and unexpected. The result was an explosion, 
which left Howard’s ears ringing, and Colin compelled to ask if all were well down below. For a 
while nobody answered. Luke had been prematurely, if temporarily   deafened, Howard also, but 
he eventually recovered enough to screw the bulb into his light with the intention of assessing the 
situation. Nothing happened. He held his hand up against his face and realized that the light was 
working, just that the fog was rather thick. Eventually order was restored, hearing returned, the 
pitch was climbed and the party made for the entrance. 
 
On the way they met another party in the lower part of the Canyon. They were using carbide 
lamps. “Do you know” they said, “we were just coming through into the top of the Canyon, when, all 
of a sudden all our lights went out”. No explanation was offered. 
 
No, the photo was not a success; the flash didn’t actually produce enough light. 
 

The Eastwater Hut, 1946-1969  
 
The Eastwater Hut was for a 
short time the only hut in which 
Wessex members could stay on 
Mendip. It had stood at 
“Springfield”, near Red Quar 
and was given to the club in the 
summer of 1946 by Gerard 
Platten. As will be seen from 
the photo (left) from the Frost 
Collection, it was moved to 
Eastwater and re-erected at the 
swallet. Circular No 2 (New 
Series) stated that it was hoped 
to have it ready for use by July 
and that a camp based on the 
hut was planned for the August 
Bank holiday. Originally it was 

equipped with 4 folding beds, designed by John Lander and 2 stoves. Hut fees were 1/- and the 
key could be collected from Mr Weeks at Eastwater Farm on production of a Wessex membership 
card. By 1952 the key was kept by Luke Devenish, when it was found that non-members were 
collecting it from the farm. 
It was not until June 1947 that Beechbarrow was obtained as the 
Club headquarters. (See Journal 276 p 91)  but the Hut at 
Eastwater was kept on for over 30 years. It received a major clean 
up and repairs in 1950 by Dave Willis, who regularly made a 4-
hour cycle ride to get to Mendip. Alan Bennett replaced the roofing 
felt again in 1953. It had been damaged by certain members 
throwing ladders (With wooden rungs?) over the hut to dry. 
                               Right, Dave Willis at Eastwater Hut, C. 1950. 
When Hillgrove was commissioned in 1952 (Journal 285, p.78) 
Eastwater remained in use. However some thought it had outlived 
it’s usefulness and was even being divisive. 
Frank Frost’s Secretary’s report for 1958/59 states: -  “The Hut 
Warden requested that the Eastwater Hut be moved to Hillgrove 
but this was rejected by the committee. Instead it was decided to 
overhaul the hut but this cost more than we estimated. On the 
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other hand the work by Mrs Willis, Phil Davies and Co has given us a much more waterproof hut. 
Holland the Hut Warden said he could not look after both the huts, so Mrs Willis and Phil Davies 
offered to keep an eye on the place.”                                                                                     
 
And so the Eastwater Hut was kept in occasional use until 1969 when it and Hillgrove were sold. 
Eastwater was popular with small groups and families as well as the occasional courting couple!    
It was bought by the Severn Valley 
Caving Club for the high price of 
£50. Its main value was that it was 
an established building with the 
goodwill that went with it. The 
Severn Valley soon pulled it down 
and put up the green hut, 
(Eastwater Lodge) the other side of 
the wall, which still exists today. 
  
                        
 
 
 

Beechbarrow, 1947-53 

 
The club acquired Beechbarrow as headquarters in 1947 and it remained in use until 1953 it 
proved a handy base for digging the various swallets in the area. It was a time of rebuilding the 
Wessex after the war. Most members then relied on buses and cycles to get to Mendip. 
Visits to France took place in 1948 and again in 1949, when members met Norbert Casteret.  He 
later became a Vice President.  
The photo above was taken at Beechbarrow around this time and is thought to show a reciprocal 
visit by the French. Frank Frost is in the centre of the front row. 

Eastwater Hut, April 1967, two 

years before it was demolished. 
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Hillgrove, 1953- 1969 
 
Hillgrove was the Wessex headquarters through what many regard as a golden age of Mendip 
caving. Important discoveries were made in Swildons and other known systems and club members 
were actively engaged in surveying and digging both below ground and at surface sites.  
There were major efforts at Thrupe Swallet, by George Pointing, Dave Berry and others.   Hillgrove 
Swallet was attacked by John Cornwell who was also involved at Rhino Rift and Warren Farm. 
An official Wessex team led by Alan Surrall, Denis Warburton and Phil Davies were successful in 
reopening Cow Hole but this stubborn adversary soon became blocked once more. After an 
unsuccessful dig at Fairmans Folly the Club moved on to open Nine Barrows. 
 

    
 

 
 

 

At Hillgrove. C.1962  L-R, George Pointing, ?,? Dave Berry, Dave King and Maurice Hewins. 
 

All Change. 
The 1961 AGM resulted in major changes on the committee, which many members felt had lost 
touch with the members. (Yes, this can happen). Frank Frost relinquished the post of Secretary, 
which he had held for 20 years. He moved up to become president, a post that had been vacant 
since the death of Herbert Balch. Don Thomson, who is now President himself, gave the Club’s 
thanks to Frank for all his work over the years at the 1961 Annual Dinner at the Star in Wells. 
The new team included Phil Davies as Secretary and Brenda Willis as Treasurer. Chris Hawkes 
acted as Editor. During the next few years the Wessex flourished and Hillgrove with its 15 bunks 
became too small.  The search began for a new free hold property. 

Two photo’s inside Hillgrove in the late 1950’s. That on the left shows Bob Wooley, ?, 
Joe Candy, Derek Ford ? and ?    The picture on the right shows the original stove, 

which was replaced by the one now in the lounge at Upper Pitts. 
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Upper Pitts, 1969-2004 
 
Journal 102, July 1965, reported that outline planning permission had been received for a new 
headquarters on a plot at Eastwater Farm.  By March 1966 the Development Sub-Committee were 
ready to submit provisional plans to the Local Authority for permission to build and to the 
Department of Education and Science to obtain a grant.  
 
A letter dated August 1966 from Secretary, Jim Hanwell, was sent to all members with copies of 
the plans. It said that the land had been bought from Mr and Mrs Gibbons and Trustees had been 
appointed. These were Frank Frost, Howard Kenney, Jim Hanwell and Phil Davies. It was hoped to 
complete the site preparation by the 1966 AGM.  
This proved to be somewhat optimistic but the drive had been put down and the fence erected by 
February 1967. Construction of the car park began in April and the septic tank went in the following 
summer. 
 

 

The footings and Bob Lawder, Oct 1968.         The completed shell, Jan. 1969, Will Edwards. 
 
A tender for the construction of the shell at £2895 was accepted from Messrs C Packham of 
Timsbury  The Club received a Grant of £1918  (50%) from the Department of Education and 
Science. A massive amount of work was put in by the members. This of course continues on a 
regular basis. £2000 has just been spent on the Gents toilets.  
The official move to Upper Pitts was scheduled for 30th June 1969. Thus it so happens that it has 
been home to the Wessex for just on half the Club’s life. It is probably the finest caving “hut” in the 
country. It is up to us all to value and maintain it.
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The 1970’s, taken from Paul Hadfield’s Caving Log. 
 
5/1/74.   Vic Passage and Abandon Hope.                          Ian Jepson, Rich Barnacott, Rich Bainbridge. 
Rich Bainbridge & I  to Vic Pot to replace handline.  Vic Passage still sumped before the end before the 
nasty uphill crawl – didn’t feel like taking the Hairy Passage round trip to see the final dig. 
Returned to A.H. where Ian and Rich Barnacott had placed handline at the top of 40’ chimney on final wall & 
in final dug crawl into terminal rift chamber.  They also took some “oversize buckets” thro’ the crawls. 
12/1/74. Cuckoo Cleaves.                                                           Alison Hooper, Pete Moody, Derek Stead. 
Worked t the Mk II dig – Alison managed to pass the very tight rift and continued still in narrow low rift 
passage for about 30’ to yet another constriction with wider passage with stal flow on walls visible beyond. 
The initial rift squeeze will need more banging until more normal sized people can pass it. 
 
13/1/7. Longwood August – Renolds Passage.                                                                         Fred Davies. 
Went down Longwood to Renolds – laid 24 oz about half way down.  Fred’s idea is to ease access to the far 
end of Renolds to aid the work in the extensions. 
Came out via August in interesting wet conditions and met a MCG party rather irate at our activities. 
 
13/1/74. GB.                                                                                                       Alison Hooper, Pete Moody.    
Visited Bat Passage, Great Chamber & White Passage – met UBSS party in Ladder Dig who didn’t know the 
way through the boulder ruckle – among them Tessa Pierce who should have done.  Cave very wet. 
19/1/74 Swildons.                                                                                                                   Martin Bishop. 
Went down to 9 via PR. Plenty of water. – sump 4 seemed high & sump 5 was a series of air pockets. 
Brought back my climbing gear from 9 to 7.  Met Mr. Moody in 9 going down solo to 12.  Had an abortive 
attempt to climb up avens in 7 a little further downstream from the point where Sulo and I tried last year. 
Mr. Moody reappeared and informed us that 12 had gone to 12B – a grotty little hole with no apparent way 
on. 
Poked around in boulders in ruckle above the 2nd climb down in 7 – saw hole going up but access is very 
difficult so left it alone for the time being. 
Moved back to first climb down after sump 6 (where the handline is) went left over the sand bank and 
climbed about 150’ up an aven with creamy coloured flowstone.  Reached a point above the place where the 
aven tilted over to about 75 deg, above this (about 20’) the aven narrowed to about 12” – 18” x 2’ tube.  It felt 
a long way from home here so we knocked it on the head. 
Martin had borrowed Pete’s lump hammer (because he had had a really bad time in the 6 bypass) so after I 
had gone through and started to climb the aven upstream of the squeeze, Martin started to use the hammer 
to ty and enlarge the squeeze.  After a short time I heard a quiet cry for help and on going to investigate 
found that Mr. Bishop had removed a piece of roof about 4’ x 2’ x 4” which had fallen into the squeeze in 
front of him and which was blocking his escape and which from his position he could not move.  I moved the 
rock and stacked the bits upstream of the squeeze. 
After Mr. Bishop had built a dam upstream of the no longer extant squeeze we exited at a leisurely pace. 
 

Swildons – Black hole / Abandon Hope  Rescue. 
 
Later that night 19/1/74 About 8.30p.m. Ken James turned up at the hut to tell us there was a rescue in Black 
Hole approach passage – at first no-one believed him but eventually at 9.05p.m. Fred Davis, Alan Mills Ian 
Jepson and myself reached the casualty where he had fallen off the 11’ drop in Old Approach Passage – 
Bob Scammel was already there – but could not make the climb up the rift from the 10’ overhang. 
Fred went back for tackle to get down the drop to the 10’ overhang & Jepson stuffed the casualty (Linsey 
something Smith) with most of a packet of dextrasol and organised some cuddling warmth with other 
members of the party. [Injury was simple fracture of tib & fib right leg]. 
Alan told gory tales of death underground and faulty sump rescue apparatus. 
I gave a hand carrying comforts box (brought by Nigel Taylor to the 10’ overhang), fixing a handline down the 
mud slope to the casualty, carrying doctors box and then, when Don Thomson arrived around 10.15, 
opening packets of plaster etc. 
I was then called by Ian to assist Fred at the top of the drop.  We organised a Heath Robinson form of 
tragsitz  with me as jockey and Fred as brakeman. 
I went down alone first to get the feel of the thing and find the best possible route.  Then did a second 
descent with a practice casualty. 
When I got to the top again the casualty had just arrived and, after giving him a quick briefing took him down 
to the New Approach Passage. 
By this time I was knackered (I even had to be untied from the harness) and was glad to only follow the 
progress of the casualty slowly down the passage.  At this point the casualty party consisted of Thomson, 
Mills, Jepson,& Scammel (probably others but can’t say exactly) and was doing a good job of helping himself 
along and bearing up very well. 
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At the start of the “rabbit burrow” down to the streamway those of us who had collected behind the casualty – 
having detackled the drop, and with ammo boxes, ropes etc. – unwanted at this point, overtook and went on 
down the streamway. 
Fred put my waistline (40’ of 5mm perlon) thro’ the sump as a hauling line for the casualty and we waited on 
the upstream side.  Shortly after we were joined by the tackle carriers and at this juncture Fred and I moved 
off with a long rope to tackle the 20’ for hauling. 
Fred threaded the rope through the large thread on the ledge below the 20’ and I threaded it through the 
large stal belay well back from the head of the drop – the rope was tied to give a secure double line across 
the head of the 20’ with a fixed tail down from the ledge to the floor. 
I was really shagged out by now (due to my trip to 9 earlier in the day!) and talking things over with Fred 
decided to go out – so I swapped lights with him and made my own way out – leaving him at the 20’ – just 
below the Water Chamber I met relief party of 6 coming in and at the foot of the 2nd 10’ drop inside the 
entrance two blokes with soup containers. 
I surfaced around 2am and met Jim Hanwell whom I briefed as well as I could before going back to Upper 
Pitts. 
The casualty came out about 6am – in a carry sheet from sump 1 out – apparently still in good heart. 
 

Wessex Expeditions to the Picos de Europa, Northern Spain. 
by Phil Hendy 

The Picos de Europa is a mountain range lying inland of the northern coast of Spain.  It is divided 
into three massifs extending west to east, the divisions being the deep narrow gorges of the Rios 
Cares and Deva.  Over a four-year period in the early 1970s, several groups of Wessex cavers 
discovered explored and surveyed many caves in the central massif, which rises to 2648m, and 
the adjoining Cares Gorge area. 
The folded and deformed limestone massif is composed of several peaks, with vast expanses of 
bare rock, and enclosed basins. Many of the basins are bare and rocky, with no surface water, but 
some, such as the Vega de Liordes, above the small hamlet of Fuente De, are covered in short 
turf, and have surface streams which sink into swallets.  The area is covered with snow in winter 
(there is a parador and teleferique at Fuente De, which is a winter ski resort) and many snow fields 
linger all year.  Many of the shafts in the area are blocked with permanent ice plugs. (2) 
 
While walking in the area with his wife in 1967, Dave Causer came across the Vega de Liordes 
and noticed its stream sinking in what was later called the Cueva de Liordes.  Jim Hanwell visited 
the area in 1969, and serious caving began in 1971.  In that year the Vega de Liordes was entered 
and explored to a length of 530m, and a depth of 230m.  There were ten mainly wet pitches, the 
deepest Sima Mayor being 40m.  The cave was found to end in a sump, and there was one 
extension, the aptly-named Cold Store Passage, with its pools of static water.  (1) 
 
In the same year the Cueva de la Canal del Embudo (Gully Cave) was found and explored.  The 
entrance lies above a waterfall (dry in summer) in the narrow gully above which lies the zig-zag 
miners’ path from Fuente De to the disused lead mines on the col at the entrance to the Vega de 
Liordes.  A large entrance (where the explorers were disconcerted to find fairly recent human 
bones) led along a largely horizontal passage richly decorated with gypsum crystals (Mithril 
Passage) to the first 30m pitch.  From the foot of this, the Right Hand Series descends via another 
2 pitches to a depth of 90m, while the Left Hand Series, with 3 pitches (the deepest 135m pitch 
being split by a belay at 75m) bottomed at –245m.  An ascending rift, Rescue Passage, was 
explored to a height of 60m above the entrance passage. (8) 
 
The 1973 expedition, which consisted mainly of NHASA personnel, concentrated on the Cares 
Gorge, to the west of the massif (3).  Various resurgences were examined. One, the Fuente de 
Farfada was explored and dived to 25+m. It was very cold, and the end was not reached.  Other 
risings were too strong to be dived.  A complex resurgence with seven entrances was looked at; 
most passages were choked, or with short sections of cave.  The main resurgence had signs of 
attempts being made in the past to harness the flow, but was too strong to enter with diving kit.  
There was ample evidence of even stronger water flows during the Spring melt.  The party also 
pushed Cold Store Passage in the Cueva de Liordes to its end. 
 
An 8-strong group of Wessex and friends returned to Fuente De in 1974.  The survey of Gully 
Cave was completed (8), but most attention was given to the vast area of lapiaz above the Vega 
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de Liordes.  The party found, descended and surveyed 45 new caves. Most of these were blind 
shafts choked at varying depths with plugs of ice or boulders.  A short cave (The Gob – Boca de 
Alcacero) was found with 2.3m ice ‘stalagmites’, and La Cueva Debajo la Montana (Cave under 
the Mountain) was a 60m deep ice cave, with two 3m pitches. One shaft on the lapiaz, 
prophetically labeled  WX100, appeared to go very deep (by the tried and trusted stone-dropping 
test) but time and tackle did not allow a descent.  Some mines on the col of the Vega de Liordes, 
and under the teleferique were also explored; locals assured us of ‘muchas estalatitas’, but they 
proved to be uninspiring level tunnels. (5) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
In 1976 two expeditions went to the Picos.  The NHASA contingent again based itself in the Cares 
Gorge, while the Wessex continued to look at the area around the Vega de Liordes.  NHASA 
explored a resurgence below the Canal de Sabujo (a tributary to the main gorge) to a length of 
700m.  This was well-known to the locals, being called Las Moros (Moor’s) Cave. In the Canal 
itself, two risings were looked at, yielding 20m of 2m diameter phreatic tube to end in a high rift 
chamber, lake and large clear sump.  Pete Moody dived the Farfada rising to 100m length but with 
no conclusion, and the old resurgence of Cueva del Agua was explored past its 2.5m entrance 
arch to a length of 35m in ascending passage ending in a rift.  Above this cave, the Torca de 
Capozo was found to have a 4m diameter shaft descending 50m to a snow ledge, then another 
100m down to a too-tight rift at a total depth of 120m.  Some sites in the dry basins of the Jou 
Oscuro and the Jou Padiorna were also investigated. Seven shafts were descended to 40m 
maximum.  Three shafts, the deepest at 50m, were descended in the Amuesa basin. (4) 
 
Meanwhile around the Vega de Liordes, the Wessex continued ‘shaft-potting’, until with NHASA 
assistance, WX100 was abseiled into, and found to reach a depth of 116m (380ft), involving two 
pitches.  Within days, however, the expedition went sour, when Pete Moody, Brian Woodward 
(SMCC) and Chris Murray went down the Cueva de Liordes to try to dive the terminal sump.  This 
proved too cold, tight and jagged to be passable.  On the return, Chris was leading up the longest 
pitch, the 40m Sima Mayor, when the Marlow rope broke.  Chris died soon after, and the other two 
were stranded to await rescue.  This was effected the next day when it was realised that the party 
was well overdue.  A few days later, with the assistance of NHASA, some Lancaster University 
Speleological Society men and the local Red Cross (Cruz Roja) volunteers, Chris’s body was 

Group 1974.   Clockwise from front left. Paul Hadfield, Aubrey Newport, Ian Jepson, Adrian 

Vanderplank, Wally Willcocks, Phil Hendy, Judy, Tim and Rosalind Gilbert. Photo Phil Hendy. 
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recovered, and later buried in Bilbao.  It took some days for the Police investigation to be 
completed, during which time a local guide took some of the party to two caves high in the hills.  
Cueva del Moro (Moor’s Cave) was a short roomy through trip ending high on a cliff face. The 
other, Cueva de Castillo (Castle Cave) was a roomy shelter with a chamber beyond, and a maze of 
tight tubes coated in Velcro-like projections. 
 

                 
 
 
 

 
 
The tragic end to the 1976 expedition deterred the Wessex from further trips for some years, but in 

1982 six members, plus Dave Tuffery from the MNRC returned to the Picos (9).  Based in Fuente 
De, but entering the Vega de Liordes from Campodaves via the Canal de Pedabejo, they found 
this a much quicker route in than the Canal del Embudo.  Several shafts, both old and new were 
descended, most ending in a boulder or snow floor at depth of up to 30m.  Two interesting finds 
were made.  WX23, in the Torre de Liordes area, was descended to a descending choke.  This 
was dug, and a tight section enabled entry to the top of a 10m chamber.  A descent over flowstone 
was made, but there were no leads.  WX90, in the gully to the east of Torre de Friero was 
descended over snow, traversing over some deep holes, to a 33m pitch into a chamber.  There 
was no way on at the bottom, but some inaccessible leads were seen at roof level.   
 
There is still a lot of karst to investigate in this area and no doubt plenty of caves to be discovered, 
but the enthusiasm had been lost.  Maybe younger cavers will return with fresh enthusiasm, but be 
warned – the caving area is remote from the road, and only accessible by steep and perilous 
paths.  Any caves found will be the result of hard work, and are unlikely to be as long or decorated 
as those at say, Matienzo.  However, it is a beautiful, unspoiled area where walking (and the local 
food and wine) will make the journey well worthwhile. 
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Left,  Phil Hendy at the Cave under the Mountain, which was filled with ice. Photo, Phil Hendy. 
 
Right, Rich Websell preparing to descend WX 100, which bottomed at 116 metres.  Photo Phil 
Hendy. 
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The Wessex have always been good at social events! 

 
 
                              
 
 

 

Above, left,  The first Wessex Challenge, 7/7/84 held to celebrate the Club’s 50th year. 
Our team on the left was Dave Morrison, Jim Rands (in the chariot) and Chris Milne. 
Above right, New Year Dinner 1994, being prepared by Mike York and Pete Hann. 

Below, the second highly successful “Tuska’s Tour” to Cwmorthin Slate Mine 13/6/92. 
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Lodmore  Hole 
(When you’re in a hole…keep digging!)   by  Phil Hendy 

 
Lodmore Hole is located in a fenced depression in a field some 200 metres east of East Wood on 
the Yoxter ranges at grid reference ST 5354 5343 and altitude  260m AOD.  The field is level, but 
covered in patches of gorse and bramble, with many shallow pits and depressions.  Some of these 
are natural, but others are the traces of old mines.  In 1872 East Wood (or Lodmore Wood as it 
was then known) and the surrounding area was extensively mined for iron ore.  The shallow 
cuttings can still be seen in the wood; although some crevices in the lower parts of Lodmore Hole 
were filled with red ochre, there are no traces of mining in the cave, and it is believed to be entirely 
natural. 
What set this depression apart from others in the field, apart from its size, was the outcrop of rock 
in the lower northeast part of the pit.  Jim Hanwell had noticed the depression some years ago, but 
in 1988, Ros Bateman, then living at nearby Lodmore Farm, obtained permission to dig from the 
M.O.D.  Interest in the area had been stimulated by a letter written to Ros’s father by Dr. J.D. 
Wilcock of Stafford, detailing the results of his dowsing results in the Yoxter area in December 
1987.   

          
 
THE DIG Digging commenced in May 1988, with cavers from E.M.I. in Wells.  Digging tailed off 
towards the end of the year, although the team had uncovered the two main walls at right angles to 
each other.  At about this time the BEC expressed an interest in the dig, and obtained permission 
to work there.  By April 1990, the dig was about 25ft deep.  A month later, the first side passage 
had been found and enlarged, but it did not look promising, and the way on continued downwards.  
However, interest waned, and the dig seems to have been abandoned by August 1990. 
 
By 1992 NHASA had been forced to leave its dig at Twin Titties Swallet, just when it was becoming 
promising.  The diggers heard of Lodmore Hole, and arranged to help with the dig.  NHASA started 
digging on August 26th, 1992.  It was decided from the start to make the excavation NHASA-sized 
– no ferreting for us!  The original shoring was dug out, and the new shaft was made about 4m 
square.  As the pit became deeper, it was decided that the usual shoring of angle iron and boards 
would not be strong enough so a cemented stone wall was decided upon.  The wall was built in a 
quadrant for strength, abutting each end of the two natural rock walls.  Side passages were left 
open by building arches over them.  By June 1993, the shaft had been built down to -5m, and old 
shoring was still being taken out.  Spoil was winched out using a tripod.  As we went deeper, a 
series of dry stone retaining walls were built around two sides of the depression, to provide a 
series of terraces for tipping.  A wooden gantry was built over the side of the shaft opposite the 
winch, from which buckets could be handled.  Rigid steel ladders were used throughout the dig. 
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The first pitch was about 10m deep; at this point, the dig area was quite large, so the opportunity 
was taken to reduce the area by building a platform.  Another winch was bolted to the wall, with the 
rope running over a pulley to the back of the shaft to allow a better hang for the bucket.  By July 
1998, a second ledge was built about 4m below the first.  The shoring wall was being constructed 
as vertical as possible, but the back wall was receding, thereby increasing the working area.  This 
back wall showed thin near-vertical beds of limestone, with a 5cm band of chert adjacent to the 
main bedding wall.  A second side passage was revealed on the left (December 1994); it was 
similar to the first, and just as unpromising.  The depth reached 13m, and digging continued.  Now 
the back wall became very unstable, and a concrete lintel was cast under it.  The decision was 
taken to build masonry under this wall as well.  To decrease the working area yet again, due to the 
cutback of the far wall, a third platform was laid 3m below the second one.  A third winch was then 
bolted to the wall.  The fill was still mainly mud and stones, but with some clay pockets.  At times, 
there was a heavy drip, but there was no sign of any running water.  This surprised James 
Bateman, who expected us to hit water as he had a 40ft deep well at the farm, at about the same 
altitude as Lodmore Hole.  Even at our maximum depth (37m), there was no trace of water backing 
up the hole.  Mixed in with the limestone we found odd pieces of chert, and some rounded old red 
sandstone cobbles.  
 
The bedding wall continued relentlessly down at 5o to the vertical, thus widening the dig area to the 
right, although as we were building a wall under the back face, it was not being extended in that 
direction.  Five metres down the fourth pitch we decided to build another platform, really more of a 
ledge, with a fixed ladder bolted to the wall.   
 
By August 1998, we had a measured depth from the top of the main shaft of 83ft (25m).  On the 
23rd June 1999 Jonathan Riley completed building a section of wall, and then I began to dig.  
Suddenly I felt the floor move and heard a rumbling sound from below.  I moved back smartly, and 
then began to grovel in the floor.  By pulling stones and mud out of the way, a 25cm triangular 
black hole appeared.  To the right was a chert band, matching that in the back wall of the dig.  
Lying against this at an angle was a slab of rock, some 50cm square and 15cm thick.  Looking 
down the hole, I could see a drop of about 3m, appearing to widen as it got deeper.  Only one side 
(the bedding plane wall) was solid, the rest was loose stone.  There was an obvious cold outward 
draught, and what looked to be walking-size passage leading off at the bottom.  Time was getting 
on, so after everyone had looked down the hole, we covered it, changed and returned to the 
Hunters’ Lodge for our usual debrief session. 

The following week some spoil was removed in 
buckets, and then the big slab was raised using the 
winch, and carefully laid to one side.  A short length of 
rigid ladder was fixed in the hole, and Jonathan 
gingerly wriggled down a steep rubble slope and into 
the slot.  We found that our masonry wall at this point 
was only a short way above solid rock.  The drop was 
about 2m, landing on a boulder slope in a rift about 
60cm wide.  At roof level, leading upwards for about 
3m with the bedding wall on the left, and heading 
under the third platform that lay above, there was a 
steep crawl-sized passage in rubble.  It did not lead 
anywhere, but was left open, once the jammed stones 
supporting the floor had been supported with cement.  
The boulder floor under the drop sloped steeply down 
for about 2m back under the present floor of the shaft.  
It was not possible to enter it; the ‘walking-size’ 
passage was an illusion.  

Left, John Hill in the crawl. 
It was decided to carry on digging out the floor of the main dig, to intercept the cavity below.  This 
was done, revealing a large jammed block to one side of the floor (south).  It was immovable, so 
was left in situ.  We uncovered solid rock opposite the main wall and descending at the same steep 
angle, so we found we were digging in a fairly narrow rift.  As we went down, the main wall became 
undercut where slabs had become detached.  Some unstable looking ones were levered off, partly 
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for safety, but also to increase working space.  Eventually, the solid block was completely exposed, 
and was left bridging the rift. 
 
The floor of the dig was rapidly lowered as the working area decreased in size.  Several large slabs 
of rock, which had become detached from the bedding wall, were broken into more manageable 
pieces by using a sledgehammer, but one resisted all attempts to crack it.  On 17th November 1999 
Aubrey Newport destroyed it with explosive, and digging continued.  Some sideways development 
was now occurring as the main wall was undercut, and in early December, a space was revealed 
beyond a large vertical slab.  By squeezing over it, a low crawl was entered, with a possible 
continuation to the south – under the boulder pile, which we had been carefully stabilizing with 
copious amounts of pug!  The slab was dug around and smashed, and we continued to lower the 
floor, being careful to preserve the continuation of the crawl.  Jonathan bravely wriggled into this 
and reported what looked like a pit at the end, approximately 3m deep but largely choked with 
boulders.  We hoped that as we carried on digging the main shaft we would find a safer way to this 
pit, but it was not to be.  Some metre and a half lower, we found that the two solid walls of the shaft 
had converged to the point where further digging would be extremely difficult if not impossible.  
There was no chance of reaching the pit at a lower level. 
                                                                                         
Hindsight is a wonderful thing, and it now appeared that 
what we should have done was to remove the massive 
boulder pile found on 23rd June.  This now loomed 
nearly 2m above us, and would present a real challenge 
to break up and remove, thanks to our generous 
grouting.  There was no option but to engineer the crawl 
under these boulders.  Between June and August 2000, 
Jonathan Riley gradually worked his way into the crawl, 
carefully removing some stones, and cementing in the 
others.  The crawl was about 2m long, and there was 
an encouraging draught.  In September, work was 
started on digging out the pit at the end.  We removed 
several large stones, which quickly increased the 
working space.  The pit was found to be about 1.5m 
deep, with a further metre visible descending steeply 
along the line of the crawl.  Once we were in the pit, 
spoil hauling became a real problem, as it was 
impossible to drag full buckets along the crawl without 
leaving most of the contents behind.  The old Twin T’s 
technique was brought in, whereby mud was placed in bags, tied with a tape strop using a lark’s 
head knot, and dragged out of the crawl.  Eventually we entered a short section of natural open 
passage.  
Below, Jonathan Riley at bottom of 4th pitch.           Above, Richard Kenney on the 4th ladder. 

Digging continued along and downwards.  The 
solid rock we had found at the end of the crawl 
did not extend very far down, and we soon 
realized that this wall was merely the 
downwards continuation of the boulder pile.  
The roof, however was solid, and showed some 
small half-tubes.  Some joints in the left hand 
wall were filled with red ochre, and there were a 
few short stalactites.  The floor was mud and 
stones, but as we progressed, the mud became 
a deep thick glutinous mass, with large rocks in 
it.  Eventually, the roof dipped to the floor, and 
digging in this direction ceased.  However, gaps 
began to appear in the right hand wall, which 
‘windowed’ into the base of the boulder ruckle.  
This appeared to offer a continuation sloping 
downwards, offset to the right. 
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Being fully aware of the mass of boulders lying above, we carefully began to remove the base of 
the boulder ruckle.  It appeared to have some solid roof, but we decided to try to cement a wall at 
the top end of the space, supporting everything with a framework of scaffolding until the cement 
had set.  This was started in January 2001, but it was very slow work.  Enthusiasm was beginning 
to wane, for a variety of reasons.  The death of Richard Kenney, our stalwart top winch man, in 
December 2000, and soon after the withdrawal of John Ham for personal reasons robbed us of two 
valued members of a workforce, which was diminishing just when more people were needed.  To 
dig and remove spoil to the surface now required at least seven men, but due to the slow rate of 
progress caused by the need to carefully support the boulder ruckle, many diggers just stood 
around idle for long periods of time, and were fast losing enthusiasm.  
 
The outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease in February 2001 hastened the decision to pull out.  For 
six long months digging had to cease, which gave us plenty of time to consider the options over 
many pints in the Hunters’.  We decided it was time to move on.  In August Brian Prewer and I met 
John Locke, the Army land agent and his assistant Nigel.  We showed them the site, and 
descended the hole.  John was very keen to preserve the hole, possibly as a training site (?!!!), and 
suggested that the Army maintain the perimeter fence and shaft, provided that we left the fixed 
ladders.  We gratefully accepted the offer. 
 
NHASA returned on August 22nd.  It was realised that the dig at the end was too dangerous to 
allow access for non-cavers, and so with great regret the entrance to the crawl was sealed with a 
thin wall of cemented stone, leaving just the main shaft of four pitches and six ladders.  Then we 
began to remove the winches and other equipment, and stack it on the surface.  The next problem 
was to get it removed.  Luckily, we were able to do a deal with the Priddy Friendly Society.  In 
exchange for paying for two of its members to attend a firework training course (to allow safe 
running of the November bonfire and firework display), they agreed to provide transport to take the 
gear away. 
 
On November 14th 2001, we met Steve Sparkes, Chris Winter and Fred Payne of the Friendly 
Society at Castle Farm, and with permission granted from Sharon Brown crossed her fields with 
4WD vehicles and trailers.  It was a drizzly day, but it did not take long to load everything up, and 
take it to Upper Pitts for storage. There was one final trip to say goodbye, during which we drank 
wine and ate cake on the second ledge.  Then Lodmore Hole was left to the Army and to nature. 
 
DESCRIPTION   
The cave is located within a fenced area, entered via a stile in the northwest corner.  Steps lead to 
a path around the shaft to a wooden viewing platform.  This was beginning to deteriorate (April 
2004) and should not be walked upon.  All pitches have fixed ladders (safe in 2004).  The first 
entrance pitch of 10m is roomy, with the near-vertical bedding plane wall on the left, and a joint 
wall, with thin exposed beds at the back.   
 
There is a band of chert in the angle between the walls.  The rest of the shaft is a curved wall, built 
to retain undug infill – the complete extent of the shaft is not known.  The first platform was where 
No. 2 winch (‘John Ham’s’) was bolted to the wall.  A low 3.7m crawl under the hanging roof 
extends to the left.  It was enlarged from a low passage, where infill running in from the left had 
settled, leaving a gap under the roof. 
 
The second 4.5m pitch leads to a slightly larger ledge, with a side passage on the left similar to the 
one above.  The bottom of the third pitch (4m) is another ledge, where the third winch was located.  
Down to this point, the natural rock can be seen to the right and ahead, but below this all but the 
bedding wall was constructed of masonry. 
 
The next 16m pitch is descended by using three ladders (5, 3.5 and 2m).  Halfway down the 
second ladder, the shaft begins to become restricted, and the jammed boulder, discovered on 
23/6/99, is passed.  The third ladder ends on a very small ledge, from where an easy climb of 2m 
ends on a backfilled boulder floor.  From the foot of the final ladder, the opposite wall is a 
cemented boulder ruckle.  By ascending this, under the jammed block, a loose passage ascending 
for 3m along the bedding wall to the south, can be seen.  It lies under the ledges in the main shaft.  
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The loose floor has been stabilised by cementing the stones at the bottom of the passage, but 
entry is not advised. 

 
To all intents, the cave ends at the 
infilled floor, but there is a 
continuation, now sealed,  
alongside the bedding wall, running 
to the northwest.  Behind the seal, 
a low 2m crawl, dug through the 
boulder ruckle, leads to a 1.5m 
drop into natural passage.  The 
drop leads via some built steps into 
a passage some 7m long and 2.5m 
high. Some rock has fallen from 
the beds on the left, which makes 
this a roomy place.  There are a 
few short stalactites and small 
areas of flowstone, and red ochre 
fills some of the cracks in the left 
hand wall.  At the end, the roof has 
some phreatic tubes; it narrows 
and descends to a mud floor.  
Although at the beginning the 
passage wall on the right is solid 
rock, it soon gives way to the base 
of the boulder ruckle.  This is loose 
and unstable, but a view is 
possible of a space through the 
boulders, descending to the left, 
slightly offset from the passage.  
This space was never entered, and 
marks the end of the dig.  The 
depth to the foot of the shaft (from 
datum, 2.7m below field level) is 
33m.  Total depth is 37m. 

 
Few formations were found in the cave, although some white flows and short straws are 
developing as lime is leached from the cemented walls.  Lodmore Hole is an unusual site, in that 
the bedding was nearly vertical.  No significant lateral development was seen, and we can only 
speculate about what the hole would look like if it was completely excavated, as is currently 
happening at Templeton.  The cave appears to be fault-related, and although the depth achieved is 
something to be proud of, the logistics of spoil hauling did not allow us to come to a satisfactory 
conclusion. 

Bottom of the dig on 27/10/99 
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DIGGERS.  Over the years, members of the digging team came and went.  The main clubs 
represented were EMI and NHASA, with members of the BEC and WCC, and several non-club 
diggers.  On any one night between three and 24 diggers could assemble, in all winds and 
weathers.  Any interclub rivalries were set aside, though there was plenty of leg pulling and in-
jokes.  On one occasion, I asked for a bucket of small stones for backfilling the wall, and was sent 
a kit – a few large rocks and a lump hammer.  Woe betide anyone standing at the foot of the 
entrance shaft when Albert Francis was in playful mood – they might receive anything from a 
snowball to a bunch of nettles, depending on the season.  
 

ACCESS.  Permission must be obtained from the range warden at Yoxter, and a telephone call to 
Lodmore Farm is necessary to ask to park in the farmyard.  From the yard, walk to the right of and 
behind the farm buildings, and cross a stile into a field (part of the ranges) by a pond.  Turn left, 
and follow a cattle track through gorse bushes to a gap in the wall leading to a field on the left.  
Head roughly south to a gate into the next field, then southeast to the fenced depression.  
Alternatively, at the gap in the wall, follow the left hand fence to the field corner (this field is roughly 
triangular) and crawl under the barbed wire fence.  Walk to the nearest M.O.D. range notice, and 
continue straight on to the depression.  WARNING:  although live firing does not occur on the 
ranges, apart from at the butts, the area is often used, day and night, for training exercises.  Do not 
enter the ranges without permission. 
 

Thanks are due to Ros Bateman and Vince Simmons for help in putting together the early history 
of the dig.  The survey data was compiled by Kathy Glenton, and the survey was drawn with help 
from Brian Prewer.  Photographs are by Brian Prewer and the author and the stereo-pair by 
Maurice Hewins.  A more complete description of the dig is available, together with a collection of 
photographs on CD-ROM. 
 

Library acquisitions to 16/7/04 
 
Axbridge Caving Group. Journal.  3, 2 (1957) (photocopy donated by D. Irwin) 
Bristol Exploration Club. Belfry Bulletin.  53, 4 (518) (Spring 04) (Hunters’ Lodge  
           `Inn Sink, Holly Bush Shaft, Helictite Well) 
British Cave Research Association.  Speleology. 4 (May 04) 
Cave Diving Group (2004) welsh Sump Index 
Cerberus Speleological Society. Journal 26 3(Jun 03) 4 (Mar04)  
Chelsea S.S. N/L 46, 4, 5, 6 (Apr - Jun 04)  
Chelsea Speleological Society N/L 46 7 (Jul 04) 
Craven Pothole Club. Record.  75 (Jul 04) 
Grampian Speleological Group. Bulletin 4th Series Vol. 2 No. 1 (Mar 04) 
MNRC N/L 101 Summer 2004 
N.S.S. News 62, 4 (Apr 04), 5 (May 04) 
Norsk Grotteblad (Norway).  37 (May 01), 38 (May 02), 40 (Mar 03) 41 (Nov 03) 
                                                                                                           42 (May 04)      
Shepton Mallet Caving Club.  Journal Series 11 No. 2 (Autumn 2002) (Developments  
            in Expedition Cave Surveying) 
Speleo  de Wallonie (Belgium) Regards.  No. 54 (May/Jun 04) No. 55 (Jul/Aug 04) 
Westminster Speleological Group.  N/L/  2004/2 (Apr. 04) 
Savory J.H. (1913) Mendip Mappe (Ashweek Court Rolls). Reprint from WNH&AS. (Donated by A. (Mac) 
McMillan) 
Star Shaft.  CD-ROM of photographs. (Donated by P. Wakeling) 
Hendy P.G.  Lodmore Hole report.  (+ sep. survey) 
Sparrow. A.  A Rock and a Hard Place (Fairy Cave Quarry) DVD (With thanks to Andy) 
Maine Family Swildon’s Hole Photo Album. CD Rom. (Donated by D. Irwin) 
 

Club News. 
Committee notes, meeting on 18/7/04 

Keys and personal guests. Members are reminded that hut keys are supplied for their personal 
use only.  They should not be loaned to non-members. 
Members may bring one guest to stay with them at Upper Pitts at any time.  However, if a member 
wishes to bring more than one guest, it would help if they checked first with the Hut Booking Officer 
(Brian Prewer) to ensure that there will be room.  Guests of members wishing to stay at Upper Pitts 
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when the member is not present must book in with the Hut Booking Officer, who may issue them 
with a guest key for the duration of their stay, subject to a £10 deposit.   
No member or visitor may stay at Upper Pitts for more than 14 days in any 28-day period, except 
with the prior approval of the Committee (Rule 7.2) 
 

Photographic competition. This is a competition for any club member in 2 categories.  
1st Category  “A cave Photo” and 2nd category “a Fun Caving Holiday Photo”.  
There are 2 prizes and a panel of judges will pick the winners. The photo’s are not for duplication 
and will only be displayed at the White Hart during the Wessex Dinner. (They will be returned to 
the owners after the Dinner) Please ensure that you have named the back of the photo’s with 
details of the cave. The final date of entry is 15th October 2004 Please leave your photo’s with Phil 
Hendy or Pauline Grosart. 

Treasurers Report.  Brian Prewer has successfully negotiated a 75% discount in Council Tax. 

We now pay £34 instead of £133 per month. Thanks Brian. Also a new Hut insurance policy has 
been obtained with the NFU. The club will now pay £560 instead of £2142. Thanks to Tom Stearn 
for his help with this. The Gents’ toilet refurbishments have cost £2030 to date. 

Gents Toilets. This work is almost complete. Thanks are due to Ian Timney, who masterminded 

it and Phil Hendy, Brian Prewer and everyone who has helped. Jobs outstanding include rendering 
the boiler house and tidying the concrete path round the rear of the hut. 
Rewiring.  Barry Wilkinson has offered to tidy up the wiring and the loft space is being cleared in 
preparation.  

Missing/ unreturned tackle. Tomo is concerned that tackle, particularly spreaders is still not 

being booked in and out or not returned promptly. Please check your car boots and garages etc. 

Journal index. This is the final issue in Volume 27 and a volunteer to index it is needed. Also a 

replacement Editor would be handy! 

Waste recycling. The council is now collecting papers, tins and bottles separately. Please co-

operate. The system is working well so far. 

 BCA/NCA caving insurance. The scheme is now up and running. A machine for printing the 

certificates has been purchased and all these have now been issued. Hopefully things will be 
smoother next year. The Secretary has written to Nick Williams thanking him for all his work. 

 
Dinner/ AGM Weekend, Video Evening on Friday 15th. October.  

The Hunters Function room has been booked for an informal evening. There will be time to 
exchange old photo’s etc and reminisce as well as see a few club related videos. Details from 
Maurice Hewins. 
 

We welcome the following new members, elected 18/7/04. 
Jennifer Pinder.                     6 Victoria Terrace, Cusop, Hay-on-Wye, Herford, HR3 5RB        01497 821015 
Helen Rider.                           5 Marsh Barns, Runcton, Chichester, W Sussex, PO20 1LG        01243 
536383 
Steven Peirce                           66 Stranden Road, Bournemouth, Dorset, BU9 1QN       Mob  07802 754040 
Fiona Crozier     Flat 24, Palmers Lodge. Old Palace Road, Guildfrord,  GU2 7TD            Mob 07950 675531 
 

Swildon’s Book, 100 Years of Exploration 
Just a short progress report to let members know that things are progressing well with the 
Swildon’s book.  
The history is written & the description is well under way with Alison doing weekly trips to every 
part of the cave – yes that includes Swildon’s 12 & loads of other rarely visited grotty sites. 
Thanks to all those who have loaned/donated money to the book account. The total is looking 
reasonably good but we do want more of your donations etc. We need this money before we can 
actually go to print so please write those cheques now. Cheques payable to Wessex Cave Club No 
2 Account & send to BE Prewer, St John’s Cottage, Priddy, Wells, Som. BA5 3BE. 

 
Gaping Ghyll- the hard way   by Noel Cleave. 

For reasons not un-associated with my recent absence from the Penderyn weekend, I checked the Journal 
dates carefully. Twice. Yorkshire Meets,  May 22nd,  Lancaster Hole/Link Pot.? Then I double checked 
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with the Upper Pitts Mafia and Les Williams. The perceived wisdom was that Ken Dawe and I might find 
Lancaster large, lonely and only meet ourselves there. Nobody else was going up. 
Now hang on guys, Ken and I may be tigers but we are infinitely patient when caving with the normal crowd 
of Wessex incompetents. So we decided, unselfishly, that rather than hog the joys of tackling, exploring and 
route-finding the Link into Lancaster, we’d do something else instead- Notts 2 and Ireby Fell for example. 
Mental flexibility comes with experience, particularly when there is nobody at the Craven at 22.00 on a Friday 
night. 
Ken knew where the Bradford cottage was, so we called there in a social way, received a warm welcome 
and were accepted for the night. There were only 2 BPC members in residence…….What is it with our visits 
to Yorkshire that makes the Dales empty en-mass? 
Nothing so personal as it transpired. Merely that the BPC had GG rigged for 3 weeks and that this was their 
”Club Weekend”. We were assured that the Wessex deputation would be treated with all due honours and 
courtesies- and allowed into GG and use the winch. 
 

So on Saturday we walked up to GG in glorious weather and on arriving at Tent City were indeed told that 
we were welcome to enjoy all the benefits of the BPC rigging- which extended to every shaft in the entire 
system. It looked like a tackle free joy-ride downhill and the patent winch anti-gravity system out. Which it 
was in trumps. 
We ambled down Stream Passage Pot in a leisurely fashion, paid a nostalgic visit to Sand Caverns and 
arrived at the Main Chamber to find it magnificently floodlit with both fixed and sequenced lights. We enjoyed 
the spectacle and socialised with the BPG members there but there was no queue for the winch and we 
were back in the sunshine 3 hours after descending. We could have done another round trip immediately but 
we had shopping to do in Inglesports. The BPC even extended their welcome to allowing us to store our kit 
in the winch tent, so we strolled down to Clapham unencumbered…..and similarly unencumbered walked 
back on Sunday morning to arrive at GG as the winch was warming up. 
 

Our Sunday subterranean stroll was down Flood Entrance Pot. The pot itself was fun, but there were, shall 
we say a few moments of confusion at the bottom. Alternatively we could say that we took the opportunity to 
explore absolutely all the further reaches beyond Bar Pot (avoiding Mud Henslers). Eventually we joined a 
BPC led tourist trip from Bar to Main Chamber. Their leader distinguished himself by allowing us to 
experience some 100 metres of typical Hensler/GG bedding plane, half full of cobbles, mud and water before 
back-tracking onto the more conventional exit. Even Ken and I knew that we should have been stooping and 
walking. Not wallowing. 
 

Main Chamber was as stunning as previously. It was full of families but we didn’t have to wait long to be 
winched up. On the ascent we looked enviously at the awe-inspiring Dihedral rigging but the BPC were 
immovable on the subject. Dihedral was strictly for BPC members only. The winch engine even provides a 
warm shower. 
One way and another it’s difficult to think of a more luxurious weekend’s caving ; all downhill ; all beautifully 
rigged. Another time Guys it might be worth caving with Ken and I. The Force is with us.                      
 

Extracts from the Upper Pitts Log   by Brian Prewer. 
7.2.04 Swildon’s 12.                                Phil, Tash, Greg Brock, Andy Chell, Rich Dolby & Mike Barnes. 
To Sump 2 with Mike in support then kitted up & on to 12. GB had a minor epic in Sump 7 getting stuck, 
loosing his mask & mouth-piece. He retreated & used the bypass. At Sump 12 PS dived first & removed a 3ft 
by 1ft slab of old roof bang debris from the old squeeze which was holding back the gravel & chert making 
up the 2nd choke. Then filled a 25-gallon drum with debris. GB, AC & RD removed 2 drums of debris each 
from the elbow then TM was able to get through the elbow on a base fed line. We have now filled one 6ft 
square 1 tonne gravel sack & quarter filled a second. 
 21.2.04 Withyhill Cave.                                     Vern, Tall Graham Prole,  Des McNally & Duncan Foster. 
What a beautiful cave. Vern was not overly impressed – we had cameras, but who wants to rush in a cave 
so well decorated. 
24.2.04 Tyning’s Farm.                                                 Adrian, Judith & Anne Vanderplank & Christine G. 
Pre-birthday trip for CG. First time in the cave for everybody. Chris & Anne explored to the end. Goes on a 
bit! Quite a lot of stal’ for a cave that’s not meant to have any! Wombled up side passages both intentionally 
& not. 
28.2.04 Swildon’s Rescue. 
It must be recorded that at 19.00hrs we received notice that a female Kent student was stuck below the 20’ 
with a dislocated knee. MRO was then called via the police & usual channels. A rescue team mainly from the 
WCC/BEC was underground by 19.30hrs. The casualty’s knee had gone back, though it was still painful. 
She made her way out with assistance & by 21.00hrs was on her way to hospital for X-rays & plastering. A 
straightforward textbook rescue, the only problem being poor Heyphone communications. The casualty & her 
friend were very cold by the time they got back to the Green. It was a cold frosty night. (Phil H & the Log Ed 
will vouch for that as they were the surface Heyphone team.) 
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4.3.04 Crook’s Hole.                                                               Steve, too tight to join the Wessex, Watson, 
                                                                                      Bob S, & Aubrey, licenced to do damage, Newport. 
A cold & unpleasant day on Mendip with sleet. Couldn’t use Keith’s 110-volt drill as he forgot to give us the 
cable. Using the 240-volt drill we drilled three shot-holes in the floor & then a large boulder. Inserted snapper 
into boulder, applied electric & left to allow smoke to clear. Later we went back & found boulder to be small 
rocks. The shot-holes in the floor were drilled a bit deeper with a 1metre drill bit by which time Aubrey had 
arrived with the necessary adjusting kit. The house two fields away probably knew we were digging tonight 
as the earth certainly moved from where we were standing. Oh, why were there only two people doing the 
main work today? Well, some people are tuff, but not everyone is hard. ‘Durability’ is the key word. 
19.3.04 Eastwater.                                                                                            Nik Nak & Anne Vanderplank. 
Pleasant round trip along the Upper Traverse & down Primrose Path to have a look at the squeeze. Next 
along Lower Traverse to the Rift Chambers & out via S-Bend, Crossroads** & Canyon. 
**Note by Log Ed – It is now the 50th anniversary of the arrival of the Crossroad sign in Eastwater. The metal 
sign is still there after all these years. It was “rescued” from beside the road from Bath to Marksbury by none 
other than Joe Candy of Candy’s Calamity fame! 
 
17.4.04 Fairy Quarry Caves.   Phil H, Diana Green & Dan (daughter & grandson of Howard Kenney). 
First to WL then on to Pool Passage & Balch’s. Out via middle entrance, then to Erratic Passage where we 
do not see 30 Great Black Moths in, one large group, one small group & several outcasts. Pool Passage, in 
many ways, is more interesting than WL. 
28.4.04 Templeton.                                                                                                                  ACG & NHASA. 
Interesting hole at the bottom – soon filled in! Eight skips of mud & stone dug out, but parts are still very 
gloopy & squalid. Meanwhile, the Crook’s Hole lightweight team of part-time diggers took one look at the 
drizzle & gales & went to the CINEMA!! What is the world coming to? 
29.4.04 Brewer’s Yard.                                                                                                               Weston Bros. 
Surveyed most of the mine including surface features.  Entrance remains distinctly unstable. Park Lane next. 
1.5.04 Swildon’s.                                                                                               Gavin Newman & Phill Short. 
Quick trip to Sump 1 to film free-diving Sump 1 for Gavin’s new film (actually an HTV production). Usual 
cameraman game, “Can you just do that again”? So free dived the sump 9 times! 
1.5.04 OFD                                                                  Cookie, Les, Phil H, Leg, Ian, Chris, Ann, Biff & Lou.  
Split into 2 parties & had a good trundle round in low water getting variously directionally challenged & failing 
to meet the others. 
8.5.04 Silica Mines, S Wales.                                                                                         M Thomas & A Judd. 
Ninety-minute closed circuit rebreather training dive. Swam 700-800 m in the shallow route. Both divers had 
no oxygen or carbon dioxide problems & are still alive. Good result! The cub, Jon, in support, is starting to 
see the light. 
13.5.04 Crook’s Hole.                                                                              Carmen, Bob S, Steve & Ann VdP. 
Good few buckets of mud & boulders removed, then Steve drilled 3 shot-holes in the floor & one in a 
boulder. Ann opened up a hole in the floor & then was disappointed to find it was only the rift going on down. 
Unfortunately it’s the same rift we’ve been digging for the past 2 years. 
18.5.04 New Dig near St Luke’s.                                                                                         Bob S & Paula R. 
In the next field over from Crook’s Hole & Rocket Drop. Perfect summer dig site, good depression (sheltered 
& sun-trap). Hawthorn tree, outcrop of bedrock on one side & about 100years of scrap-metal infill. Cut up old 
car chassis & shifted a mountain of metal parts & old tyres. Cleared brambles, but more petrol required to do 
the job thoroughly. Cleared around the rock to check it was old & not part of the infill. A JCB or Hymac would 
be useful, but failing that there’s Paula with a mattock & a shovel. 
23.5.04 OFD 1 to Top.                                                                       Les, Cookie & Steve Tomalin (SWCC). 
Trip to Top via Pom-pom with 6 friends from the Dutch Club Speleo Netherlands. Cementing international 
relations. 
25.5.04 Stoke Lane Slocker.                                                              Geoff B, Nik Nak, Adrian & Jude VdP. 
Enjoyable tourist trip to the Throne Room. Everyone ‘enjoyed’ the sump. 
29.5.04 St Cuthbers, Maypole Series                                                                                   Vern & Friends. 
The long-awaited trip up the inlet that has been outstanding since 13th November 02 when Vern decided to 
give flying a try! This time everyone made it safely to the top to take refreshment from the beer we had 
brought with us. Good fun bit would definitely be a much better trip in wet conditions. (Like they were on 13 th 
of November). 
30.5.04 Gaping Ghyll (BPC Winch Meet).                                                   Pauline & Bob-the-Builder. 
Trundled up to “Tent Valley” where we were told that there was a 3-hour queue. We eventually got down the 
winch 4½ hours later! It’s very big. Looked around the bottom but could not believe its size. Winch up is 
awesome, didn’t like getting out of the chair - was the gangplank in place or was I dangling over a gaping big 
‘ole. Took moments to be ‘talked’ out of the winch chair. 
8.6.04 Longwood.                                                             Ali M, Geoff B, Nik Nak, Adrian & Jude VdP. 
Cave very dry so very pleasant tourist trip. Ali, Geoff & Nik Nak down Reynolds’s to top of Fanny’s Rift to see 
if it was still there – it was! 
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24.7.04 Swildon’s 12                               Phill Short & Andy Chell 
A return trip to Sump 12 after 3 months lay-off due to work. Straightforward trip to 12 with 2 cylinders each & 
just over 1½ hours air. Set up a hand-mounted small cylinder configuration & dived into 12 with 7-litre bailout 
cylinder on base-fed line. Tied off bailout in elbow & easily passed squeeze with hand-mounted rig. Passed 
second boulder choke by crawling over the top to reach a chimney. Climbed the chimney to surface in a rift – 
tied off the line, removed kit & followed a tight tube up the base of the rift at 70°, then after 15m dropped 
down a similar tight 70° descending tube to arrive 
behind Andy Chell still tending my base-fed line at 
Sump 12!! Our second bomb had cleared the 
choke in the bottom of Sump 12A reached by 
Palmer & Farr. We had dug it all out over the last 
12 months making a through trip from 12 to 12A 
possible. Climbed back into 12A & dived back 
permanently securing the 10mm line en-route. 
Collected bailout cylinder. On the return swim a 
side passage in the form of a 45° ascending tight 
phreatic tube with no silt or gravel & taking the 
flow was spotted. Entering this & running a safety 
line from the new main line the tube was followed 
for 3m to a depth of –3m where it was still 
ascending. Ran out of air here so returned on the second hand-mounted cylinder to the squeeze & retrieved 
the 7-litre bailout cylinder. Two hour exit trip. Enthusiasm well & truly restored – back next Friday 

 

30.7.04 Swildon’s 12                              Phill Short & Andy Chell 
Good trip down to Sump 12 in an hour & a half. Assembled my new twin hand-mounted rig & set off to the 
tube found last week. Tied on new line & followed tube up at 45° angle until flow went off down a finger width 
slot to the left & onward passage pinched down to nothing. Returned to main line & surfaced in Sump 12a. 
Tied off line & this time followed line into rift. This descended in a tight loose chert rift to an elbow with a 
heavy gravel floor in good vis. Ran out of line at a distance of 15m & -7m depth. Returned having had a look 
around the elusive elbow in zero vis getting stuck & loosing the line on the way. (This sump doesn’t like me!) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Left, Chris Grosart in Ogof Rhyd Sych.      Photo,   Clive Westlake. 

Right, Clive Westlake in Ogof Craig a Ffynonn,    Photo, C Grosart. 
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Editorial 
This journal is the last in this volume and my last as Editor. It was a job, which I acquired four 
years ago, almost by accident. However, it turned out to be highly rewarding and with Judy’s 
help we have produced 20 issues more or less on time. 
 

I have tried to make the Journal as inclusive as possible, because it is the Club’s permanent 
record. Over the years the Wessex Journal has carried reports of many major caving 
discoveries. I believe that the last two volumes have followed in that tradition. It could not 
have been possible without the willing help of the many contributors. Thank you. 
 

It is now time to hand over what I believe is a most important post. We hope the incoming 
Editor will receive the same support as Judy and I have had. 
                                                                                                 Maurice Hewins. 

Forthcoming Events. 
Committee Meeting.                                                                                                                  5th Sept. 

Yorkshire Meets 
11th Sept and 12th September, Gaping Ghyll System.    
16th Oct, Top Sink/ Lancaster Hole.                                                                                            17th Oct, Cow Pot. 
13th Nov, Boxhead/Lost Johns.                                                                       14th Nov Notts Pot.                            
11th Dec, Rumbling Hole                                                                                 12th Dec, Big Meanie/Deaths Head. 
Hidden Earth at Kendal 1st  to 3rd October.                                             Wessex AGM and Dinner 16th October. 

MRO Practice from Eastwater.       Run by Club Team  Leaders,       Meet at MRO store, 9-30am Sat 23rd Oct. 

Is the vehicle shown above (A) the committee’s private transport paid for out of 
subscriptions or (B) Jonathan Williams’s Stag Party leaving the Hunters for the flesh pots 

of Bristol?                      Answers, on a postcard please, to the new Editor, Wessex Journal. 


